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Agenda
•

Introduction to network automation

•

Overview of network virtualization

•
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What’s new in HP Network Automation (NA) 7.6
− Virtualization additions/enhancements
• vSwitch support
• Virtual context support
− Virtualization enhancements
• VLAN enhancements
• Link aggregation

Introduction to network automation
Overview of network virtualization
Virtualization additions
Virtualization enhancements
Resources
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Network lifecycle management priorities:
reduce costs, increase agility
Easy to say, difficult to do
THE BUSINESS
Reduce costs

Large constantly
changing
environment

Manage network
growth and
complexity

Deliver new services

Network
engineering
and operations

Reduce cost of
maintenance and
support
NETWORK OPERATIONS
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100% service
availability

Ineffective
management
framework

Maintain
compliance
and security

What is needed?
Automated network device
management and compliance
enforcement

Proactive network
fault and performance
management with
integrated remediation

HP Automated
Network Lifecycle Management
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HP Network Management Center
BSM Dashboard
HP Network Management Center

Change &
Configuration

Fault & Availability
Monitoring

( Network Automation )

( NNMi or NNMi Advanced )

Performance Monitoring
( iSPI Performance for Metrics
iSPI Performance for Traffic
Performance Insight )

IT Process Automation

Engineering Toolset

Advanced Services

Routing Analysis

( Operations Orchestration )

( iSPI NET )

( iSPIs for IPT, MC, MPLS )

( RAMS )

Foundation
Universal CMDB
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Run-time customizability and web service interfaces

HP Network Management Center
Automated Network Lifecycle Management
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Change &
Configuration

Fault & Availability
Monitoring

(Network Automation)

(NNMi or NNMi Advanced)

IT Process Automation

Engineering Toolset

(Operations Orchestration)

(iSPI NET)

Performance Monitoring
(iSPI Performance for Metrics
iSPI Performance for Traffic)

Change and configuration management
HP Network Automation software

Solution overview
Key challenges
• Reduce network operating costs quickly
• Compliance and security burden
• Single pane of glass solutions for network
engineering and operations
Key capabilities
• Automated change and configuration
management for heterogeneous networks
• Policy-driven compliance and security mgmt.
• Ease of installation and extreme scalability
Key differentiators
• Pre-integrated with NNMi for provisioning
and incident resolution
Broadest network device support
• Unique Cisco & virtual device capabilities
• Multimaster for HA and scalability
•
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HP Network Automation use cases
Catalog &
detect changes

Deploy
Large-scale changes

Maintain
compliance

Automate
workflow

Auto-discover
network devices
and capture audit
trail of all device
changes

Automate changes
across thousands of
devices

Enforce, audit and
report on
compliance

Integrated process
automation to
automate IT
operations

 Snapshot and store
device configuration
information
 Real-time change
detection for all
activities
 Keystroke-level audit
trail
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 Mass configuration
changes
 Software updates
 Bare-metal
provisioning
 ACL deployments

 Out-of-the-box
reports on ITIL, PCI,
HIPAA & more
 Enforce best
practices and
security standards
 Easily remediate
violations

 Automate network
engineering tasks
 Best-in-class IT process
automation through HP
OO integration
 Significant cost
reductions through
workflow automation

Unique advantages of HP Network Automation
Fast time to value

 Easy to install, deploy and get started
 Immediate value through device discovery and policy-based config
 Simple, intuitive web browser interface

Broadest and growing
device coverage

 70+ vendors, 2800+ devices
 Unique coverage of virtual devices
 Network Driver Studio – build your own drivers

Strategic OEM with Cisco
creates unique value

 Deeper integrations and faster support for new Cisco technology
 Integral Cisco image management with connection to cisco.com
 Cisco Nexus, ION and IXR support

Integrations across BTO
portfolio

 Monitoring, performance, DCA, service management and CMDB
 IT process automation

IT process automation and
application integration
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Proven enterprise scalability
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 Change approval seamlessly integrated with your ticketing system
 Networking/application triage troubleshooting procedures

automated
 Bi-directional integration with leading systems management tools
 Location independent network management
 Built-in fail-over / disaster recovery
 Scales to 100K+ devices

HP NA and NNMi integration features
– From NNMi launch
•

•

•

•

Configuration differences /
history
NA device policy compliance
report
Command scripts and
diagnostics
Access devices

– Designate out of service for devices
undergoing change activity
– Auto-propagate changed community
strings to NNMi
– Auto-config new devices for required
NNMi management settings
– Alerting on duplex & speed mismatch
– Out-of-the-box policies and command
scripts for validating NNMi settings
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Introduction to network automation
Overview of network virtualization
Virtualization additions
Virtualization enhancements
Resources
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The network virtualization challenge:

Virtual Firewalls

Virtual Switches &
Load Balancers
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1. The network has
morphed inside the
server, and the
network engineers no
longer have access to
the entire network.
2. The network devices
have morphed into
multiple virtual devices
(contexts).

Architecture
Device and scheduler enhancements
Virtualization additions
Virtualization enhancements
Resources
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HP Network Automation – new in 7.6
Deliver visibility, automation, and control of physical and virtual networks

Key
Features

How is it
different?

•

Automatically discover, track and manage VMware vSwitch and
Cisco1000v running on ESX servers

•

Added Virtual Context management for virtual network devices

•

Automated VLAN provisioning, trunk ports, link aggregation

•

Support for vSwitch on ESX 3.x/4.x and Cisco Nexus 1000v virtual switches
Virtual Context support (Cisco ACE and Cisco FWSM)
Enhanced VLAN automation capabilities eliminates scripting and displays VLAN info
Link aggregation (port channel) support
Enhanced Task Scheduler
Enhanced Device Selector and Device Group Manager

•
•
•
•
•

• Single product to manage all physical and virtual network devices

Customer
benefits
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• Improved management of VLANs between servers, VMs and virtual switches
• Unique ability for Network Engineering to manage virtual devices and VLANs as

part of cross-silo workflow coordination

Issue/opportunity: vSwitch
– Server virtualization is changing the face of the datacenter.
– Virtual server devices are commonplace now, and the
network is becoming increasingly virtual.
– Managing and configuring virtual network components is
complex and tedious.
– HP NA 7.6 leads the way with vSwitch support.
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Issue/opportunity: Virtual context
– Physical network devices have been virtualized into multiple
unique virtual devices complete with configurations and
interfaces.
– Managing and tracking these virtual devices is complex and/or
impossible because they don’t have unique IP addresses.
– HP NA 7.6 provides features to manage and navigate multiple
contexts by automatically creating device context relationships.
– HP NA 7.6 has support for Cisco FWSM and Cisco ACE.
– The result: Reduced cost due to using less rack space and
power.
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Architecture
Device and scheduler enhancements
Virtualization additions
Virtualization enhancements
Resources
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Issue/opportunity: enhanced VLAN support
•

•

•
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Consistent VLAN configuration between the physical and
virtual switches is critical in virtualized environments.
VLANs are used to implement redundancy, security and
network performance for the virtual servers.
NA 7.6 provides automation functionalities necessary to
fully view and provision VLANs on network switches.

Issue/opportunity: Link aggregation
– Multiple Ethernet switch ports are commonly linked together
in virtualized server environments to meet bandwidth
requirements.
– A port channel is a virtual interface comprised of multiple
Ethernet switch ports.
− The port channel implementation only understands configured
aggregates, NOT dynamically created aggregates.
− Diagramming was enhanced to show port channel members.
− VLAN provisioning supports working with port channel
interfaces, like any other interface.
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Architecture
Device and scheduler enhancements
Virtualization additions
Virtualization enhancements
Resources
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• Location: Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center

• Call for papers deadline: February 1
• Early bird pricing: $1,495 (increases to $1,695 after February 28)
– Register with code OUTCOMES and receive $100 discount
• www.hpsoftwareuniverse2010.com
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For more information
– Contacts:
− Darren Burton - Technical Marketing Engineer
darren.burton@hp.com
− Brian Kaplan - Field Strategy Manager, BTO Operations Practice
brian.kaplan@hp.com

– Web:

www.hp.com/go/nasoftware

– Blog:

www.hp.com/go/nnmblog

– Twitter: www.twitter.com/hpnnmi
– Facebook:
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www.facebook.com/pages/HP-NNMi-Software/98948954292

Q&A
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